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CHAPTER 13

Robert B. Johnston, Horoce Cheok Mak
ond Sherah Kurnio

Achieving advanced

supply chain

management through

lnternet-based electronic

c0mmerce

INTRODUCTION

The use of electronic commerce (EC) technologies to improve the effi-

ciency ofsupply chains has been widely promoted in the retail and gen-

eral merchandising indtrstry- This business-to-business EC makes use of
standardized product numbering, automatic identification technologies,
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E-COMMERCE AND V-BUSINESS

electronic data interchange (EDI), elecfonic marketplaces (Kaplan

and Sawhney, 2000) and data synchronization hubs (GSl Australia,

2006) as its essential core technologies (Johnston, 1998; 1999; Mak,

1998; Turban et a1.,2006). Most large retail chains now make use ofEC
with their larger, technologically sophisticated suppliers to confol a sig-

nificant proportion of their replenishment transaction value. To that
extent, EC can be thought to have reached significant adoption levels

in the industry. Direct operational savings accrue from the elimination

of data rekefng, through the spded and accutacy of application-to-

application transfer of machine-readable data, and via the automatic

identification of products and shipments. However, in keeping with the

Pareto principle, the remaining transaction value is spread over a large

proportion of non-EGcompliant suppliers, usually small- to medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs) who are technologically unsophisticated.

Furtherrnore, it is increasingly being realized that the greatest benefib
of supply chain EC are to be derived through its role in enabling

advanced replenishment and distribution techniques which require

strong coordination between the operational activities of larious supply

chain parties. To be practical, such tight coordination of activities

demands 100 per cent compliance to EC. Thru, despite their small con-

tribution to transaction 'value, the existence of a large proportion (by

number) of non-EC-enabled suppliers creates a barrier for large retailers

and distdbuton in implementing supply chain refonr.rs. Unwillingness on

the part of SMEs to adopt EDI in particular has proved to be a problem

for large retailers. These SMEs qpically do not have enough to gain from

the application-to-application functionality and global connectivity

offered by the traditional approach to EDI tojustify its high cost (Iacovou

et aL, 7995: Kurnia and .|ohnston, 2003; Mak and Johnston, 1998;

Mehrtens et aL,2007).In being the most transienl and least strategic-

thinking sector of the economy they have also proved dfficult to coerce.

Increasing interest is being shown by large retail players in new

Internet-based EC methods for the exchange ofelectronic trading doc-

uments with unsophisticated small suppliers (Mak, 1998; Mak and

Johnston, 1999). The latest development is the commercial promulg-
tion ofAS2 (Intemet Engineering Task Force, 2006) as a secure trans-

port layer for document exchange over the Web, largely led by

Wal-mart's initiatives with its suppliers (Barlas, 2002). Not only is rhe

Internet a global network of networks with high throughput and low

cost, it brings through the Web new open and highly standardized

data exchange protocols that are ideally suited to the transfer and pres-

entation of digital business documents (Mak, 1998; -f:urban et aL,

2006). A large number ofproducts and services have recently appeared
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13 . ACHIEVING ADVANCED SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

purporting to support Internet-based EDI and a significant target for
these products has been the particular requirements of small trading
partners (Mak and.fohnston, 1997; 1998).

The aim of this chapter is to elaborate on the way in which these
Internet-based supply chain EC products and services are transform-
ing the prospects for universal supply chain EC compliance in the
retail industry. We illustrate this analysis using a case study of the EC
infrastmcture used by Australia's leading supermarket chain, Coles
Myer Lirnited (CML), which makes use of these Internet-based EC
producLs. CML's aim is to leverage their considerable existing
EC investment by achieving 100 per cent supplier compliance to EC,
thereby enabling advanced supply chain reforms.

We begin by describing in detail the concept of crossdocking as an
example of a distribution technique used in advanced supply chain
management. Crossdocking is currently being widely advocated in the
grocery industry, for instance as part of the influential Efficient
Customer Response (ECR) concept (Hoffman and Mehra, 2000; Kurnia
and Johnston, 2001; Kurt Salmon Associates, 1993). Improving exist-
ing cross-docking operations and extending the concept to wider
product ranges forms one of CML's main motivations for 100 per cent
EC compliance by suppliers. Additionally, crossdocking a{fords an
excellent example of the basic paradigm shift of advanced supply
chain reforms in general - away from islands ofautomadon and towards
the use of a high quality data communications channel between trad-
ing parties to deal with operational complexity. This shift brings high
operational efiiciencies, but demands EC compliance in the construc-
tion of such a channel for coordinated activity. The analysis of cross
docking also sets the scene to discuss the contribution that Internet EC
can make to enable these reforms.

We then discuss in detail why the traditional approach to EDI was

unable to deliver 100 per cent EC compliance. We also analyse two key
ideas that Internet-based EC products and services have contributed
that appear to overcome these diffrculties. We then present the case

study of CMLs EC infmstructure, which strongly incorporates these

ideas, and discuss the further developrnent of the underlying concept
of EC infiastmcture, In our concluding remarks we describe the latest
trend in this area toward processdriven EC using service-oriented
architectures (SOA). We aiso note the emergence of a new conception
of supply chain EC that features a richer choice of network topology,
delivery media and message gpes commensurate with the r.ariety of
participating trading partner capabiiities, in order to improve supply
chain visibiiity and end-to-end process integration.

I
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E-COMMERCE AND V-BUSINESS

CROSS-DOCKING AS AN EXAMPLE OF
EC.ENABLED SUPPLY CHAIN REFORM

Crossdocking (Abdolvand and Kurnia, 2005; Kurnia and Johnston,
2001; Luton, 2003) is a new method, currently being advocated in the
grocery and general merchandise retailing industry of distributing
goods from a large number of manufacturers to a large number of
retail outlets via a ceniralized distribution centre (DC). As an innova-
tion it typifies new approaches to supply chain accelerztion and buffer
stock reduction, which employ greater coordination of the activities of
participating parties by means of pC.

The traditional approach to distribution of high variety products via

a distribution centre, the so-called 'pick-and-pack' approach, relies on
a buffer stock of each product at the DC. (In the following disct-ssion

we use CML'S terminology for various distribution techniques since

across the industry there is some variation in the use ofvarious terms.)
Goods are generally ordered from the DC frequently and in small
quantities by the retail store in order to minimize its stock levels.

However, replenishment ofstocks from the manufacturers is triggered
by reorder point methods. In the interests of economies of scale these

orders are genemlly large and infrequent. There is thus little coordina-
tion between the replenishment by the retailers of goods y'orz the DC

and the replenishment of goods from the manufacturers ,) the DC.

This Iack ofcoordination of activities has several consequences. First, it
results in large stock ofproducts at the distribution centre. lhis prob-
lem becomes worse as a retail chain tries io distribute a greater variety

of products. Managing t}ris stock requires both a large area for storage

and sophisticated systems. Managing stocks wi*rin a finite warehouse

capacity under variable demand requires sophisticated computerized
warehouse management systems, forecasting systems and inventory
management systems. To some extent it also requires double handling
of goods since these are put away in store and then picked at 

^ 
laler

time. Finally, since replenishment orders are consolidated at the distri-

bution centre, the manufacturer is effectively denied sight of events at

any individual store. The manufacturer, therefore, cannot gauge con-

sumer buying patterns. The advantage of the method is that it is able

to provide rapid replenishment to stores at low risk.
Cross-docking, by contrast, seeks to eliminate all DC buffer stock by

converting the distribution problem into one of sortation. Retailers

place frequent small replenishment orders directly with rnanufacor-
ers, preferably using EDI. Manufacturers deliver goods, generally for
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13 . ACHIEVING ADVANCED SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

several stores, to the distribution centre for immediate distribution,
Shipments are broken down to individual store level and sorted by des-

tination, preferably using bar-coded destination inforrnation and
electromechanical means, and then repacked by the store for dispatch.
Radio frequency identification (RFID) is set to have a role in this area
too (Sarma,2001). Such an approach achieves a much more efficient
use of space, requires no double handling of goods and sortation can
be accomplished with relatively low technology. However, it requires
strong coordination between the activities of the retail stores and the
manufacturers. Such coordination can generally only be achieved

through speed-ollight digital cbmmunication. This is accomplished
fint by using EDI purchase orders between the retailers and manufac-
turers. It is also necessary to simplif, as much as possible, the process-

ing of goods at the disffibution centre. The minimum technical
requirement to automate sorting is the use of manufacturers' bar-
coding on cartons from which the destination store can then be
machine read. Howeve4 the additional requirement to check actual
articles against orders can be further reduced by the use of other elec-

tronic commerce technologies such as the GSl standardized product
numbering scheme (GSI,2006) and automatic identification tech-

nologies (bar-coding or RFID), to increase data accuracy through pro-
cedures at the manufacturers' dispatch site. For example if, as goods

are packed, an EDI adlanced shipping notice (ASN) message is

created by scanning product bar-codes (socalled 'scan-packing') and
this is sent to the DC ahead of the shipment, and a unique shipment
number for the ASN is bar-coded on the cartons, the contents of the
cartons can be retrieved at the DC by scanning the shipment number.
Individual item checking can be automated or eliminated.

Thus, while crossdocking promises operational and infrastructural
cost savings it presents a new range of system implementation issues

that require coopemtion across the boundaries between retailers, dis-

tributors and manufacturers (Abdolvand and Kurnia, 2005; Kurnia
andJohnston, 2001; 2003). The pick-and-pack approach uses sophisti-
cated physical and computer systems to deal with the complexity of dis-

tributing a high lariety of products between multiple manufacturers
and retail stores, essentially by predicting and planning the future. By

contrast, crossdocking relies heavily upon electronic commerce tech-

nologies for the establishment of a high quality communication chan-

nel between participating parties to achieve coordinated action, since

the use of paper-based control documents provides insufhcient pro'
cessing speed, accuracy and data integrity. The level of technology
involved in establishing such a communication channel is fairly low.

I
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E-COMMERCE AND V-BUSINESS

The key challenge is not the technology itself but achieving 100 per
cent participant compliance to the technology. Thus, adlanced supply
chain reforms, which incorporate electronic commerce, can be seen a5

part of a general par-adigm shift. This fundamental shift is in the per-
ception of the role of IT in business performance improvement. It is a

shift from the earlier vision of computers as intelligent logic engines
(to be applied to problem solving and planning), to a view of comput-
ers as a medium for communication and coordination between parties
and business t1-ansactions.

THE FAILURE OF TRADITIONAL EDI IN ADVANCED
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Prior to the commercial use of the Intemet, the standard method for
implementing electronic business information exchange in a large-

supply chain was via EDI. This used the services of a value-added net-
work (VAN), which provided store and forward facilities for messages

transmitted over private wide-area networks (WANs), which they

frequently onmed (Emmelhainz, 1990; Johnston, 1998; Turban
a aL,2006). Outputs from diverse business applications operating on
diverse platforms were translated into standard EDI transaction sets

using mapping software - again often provided by the VAN. This use of
indusny-wide, national or international EDI message standards

ensured that the EDI network was open since it a-llowed potential par-

ticipants to choose mapping software and Vr\N services independently.
It was assumed that these EDI messages would be ffansmitted from
computer application to computer application, in order that the max-

imum operational benefits from labour reduction, increased accurary
and greater speed would be realized through the elimination of
unnecessary data re-entry.

This traditional vision of EDI has changed in three ways. First, the

InteiTret has largely replaced private networks as a tmnsport medium
for EDI messages, although post-Internet prilate TCP/P networks

such as ANX (ANX, 2006) have also emerged for applications requiring
high security and high reliability. Second, eXtensible Markup l,anguage
(XML) has been widely hlped as a superior synta-x for structuring EDI

messages (Huemer, 2000), aithough replacement of $aditional EDI

messages by XML stmctured ones has not been as universal as initially
anticipated (Kanakamedala et aL,2003). Finally, the AS2 standard has

simplified transmission of messages (either traditionally str-uctured or
n

€
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13 . ACHIEVING ADVANCED SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

using XML) over the Intemet in a simulated point-to-point connecrion
by making use of open encrlption and handshaking protocols. Despite
these changes in the favoured transportation network, the transport
layer and the message formatting layer, the basic business concept of
traditional EDI, which is to send a standardized message between trad-
ing partners running diverse applications, remains.

In the grocery and general merchandise retailing industry this tra-
ditional approach to EDI has been widely adopted by the larger, more
technically sophisticated retailers and manufacturers. Since interac-
tions between these sophisticated players represents perhaps 80 per
cent of all transactions in the supply chain, from the point ofview of
the value of transactions controlled, traditional EDI can be thought of
as having achieved considerable penetration in the industry. This
translates into considerable direct cost saving in the replenishment
cycle. However, a large number (perhaps 80 per cent) ofall suppliers,
who are technically unsophisticated and generally small, fail to use
EDI. Their non-compliance is not a significant barrier to achieving the
direct benefits of EDI, since their transaction lzlue is small- Howeveq
it does nevertheless present an obstacle to achieving the more signifi-
cant benefits obtainable from EC as an enabling technology for supply
chain reform initiatives such as crossdocking, which do not run
smoothly with less than 100 per cent EDI compliance. The size of this
obstacle is rneasured in terms of the number of firms that have to be
persuaded to come onboard, rather than tleir transaction value.

It is now clear to many large retail chains that have the most to gain
from adlanced supply chain management that 100 per cent EC com-
pliance cannot be achieved using the traditional approach. In the early
EDI era, it was generally believed that small suppliers could be brought
into the EC network through mutual benefit, coercion or critical mass

effecs (Emmelhainz, 1990; Sarich, 1989; Zinn and. Tahac, 1988).
However:, as a result of the persistence of the non-compliance problem,
it is now recognized that these ideas are flawed and new solutions are
being sought. The problem is that these traditional approaches to
achieving compliance are not compatible with the profile of the tl.pical
SME (Iacovou et al.,7995; Mak, 1998; Mehrtens et aL,2001). Small to
medium-sized enterprises typically interact with a small number of
trading partnen (Johns zl aL,1989; Mehrtens et aL,2001), and often
have only one large customer. They therefore have little to gain from
the global connectivity offered by the traditional EDI open network.
The system purchase, installation and running costs of the traditional
approach are high. Such firms qpically have simple (often manual)
operational and financial systems (Iacovou et aL, 1995; Rodweil and

I zet
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USE OF
CHAIN

Shadur, 1997) and therefore have little to gain from the application-to-
application connectivity offered by the traditional approach (Scala and
McGrath, 1993; Turban et a1.,2006). Thus, both the initial set-up costs

and ongoing opemting costs ofthe traditional approach cannot gener-

ally bejustified by any operational benefit to SMEs. These businesses

would need to bear these costs simply to protect themselves against the
threat of 'de-sourcing' (Zinn and Tahac, 1988). Moreover, small enter-

prises are the most transient and least strategically-oriented segment of
the economy, which makes them difficult to influence on this basis.

Finally, because the VAN offerings were designed to interact with exist-

ing applications on diverse platforms they were usually general pur-
pose rather than turnkey in nature, and to install and operate them
generally required higher levels.of technical sophistication than is tl?-
ically presen t in SME organizations.

INTERNET EC TO FACILITATE SUPPLY
REFORMS

The large EDI players with the most to gain from supply chain reforms
are increasingly looking to non-traditional Internet-based EDI solu-

lions as a means of resolving the problem of EDI non-compliance of
small unsophisticated trading partnem. To comply with their EDI-
enabled trading partner's information requirements, non-EDl-enabled
trading partners can use a Web browser to fill in a forrl-based Web

page representing a business document. To access the Internet they

need only a personal computet a modem and an Internet Senice

Provider (ISP). They require little more computer expertise than that

which is fast becoming common knowledge.
The last decade has seen a large number of new software products

and services drat enable Internet-based EDI. These products have been

conceived in response to the new cost structure of the Internet, the

access to a global market it creates, and the reduction of the strangle-

hold of the traditional VANs upon EDI software and services that this

new global public network has afforded. Mak and Johnston (1997;

1998) propose a classification of these Intemet EDI products. Some of
these products merely translate the traditional approach to the new

Internet transport medium. For instance, message-mapping softwzre is

alailable to translate application output to traditional standardized EDI

messages. These EDI messages are then sent between parties using

Internet protocols such as Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTP),

2e8 
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13 . ACHIEVING ADVANCED SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME), File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) andlor Secure/HlperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP/HTTPS).
More recent products use AS2 standards, which bundle these Web stan-

dards with encry?tion to produce a fully endorsed secure message

transport vehicle over the Web. Small traders can gain access to the Web

through ordinary ISPs or through Application Service Providers spe-

cializing in EDI, rzriously called Internet Value-Added Networks,

Integrated Value-Added Networks (IV,'\Ns) or Internet Value Added

Sewices (WAS). These are often commercial offshoos of the transi-

tional V,\Ns (for instance, GXS Trading Grid).
A significant proportion of the new products differ markedly in

their approach from traditional EDI. Two important new concepts are

increasingly being embodied in this group of non-traditional Internet
EDI products that are crucial to .a new match between EDI require-

ments and SME capabilities. These are;

l. The provision of a nanmode of distribution and collection of
electronic business documents between large players and
their small unsophisticated trading Partners that is more
appropriate to the capabilities and requirements of the small

players. These products (for example, see Mak andJohnston,
1998) generally provide the tools to build a hub-and-spoke

network between the large player and its small suppliers using

Web-based client/server technology. Since these products
generally require that the client and server programs are built
with the proprietary tools provided; these subnetworks are

not open in the traditional EDI sense, and often use propri-
etary or Web messaging standards rather than traditional EDI
standards. These products feature the capability to tailor busi-

ness documents and document handling processes to the

needs of the large player while providing a cheap, easy-to-use

and turnkey client package to the small trader. These prod-
ucts recognize the inadequacy of the one-size-fits-a11 approach

of traditional EDI, which was only appropriate for interac-

tions between sophist.icated lrading Partners.
The recognition of the need for large players to support and

efliciently manage multi.ple modes of delivery and receipt of
electronic business documents appropriate to the existence

of multiple kinds of trading partners. This requirement is

addressed in 'intelligent gateway' products (Mak andJohnston,

1998) which are capable ofreceiving application flat-file, XML
or EDI message inputs, and route the data to trading Partners

I
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E-COMMERCE AND V.BUSINESS

using various formats and media based on a profile of the

trading partner. The reverse process is also supported. The
media supported include pri\.?te VAN networks, the Internet,
public telephone lines and dedicated conneclions. The for-
mats supported include traditional standards-based EDI mes-

sages intended for sophisticated trading partners, XMl--based

EDI messages, proprietary or Web-form messages of the t)?e

described above intended for unsophisticated partners, for-
mats based on popular software packages including Excel,

proprietary formats specific to use in high-volume exchanges

between cooperating trading partners, and fax for non-EDI-
enabled trading partners.

Intelligent gateways provide a link between the traditional open EDI
network of sophisticared trading partners, who value global connectiv-

ity and application-to-application functionality. and the hub-and-spoke
networks specifically catering to large players' needs and small players'

capabilities. Thus, what is emerging is a newvision of universal business-

to-business EC based on a richer network which explicidy recognizes

the existence of multiple kinds of trading partners and trading rela-

tionships, multiple delivery modalities and message formats, and a

fairer distribution of costs, benefits and risks between participating
parties. From the large traders'point of view these new products allow

them to leverage their considerable investment in traditional EDI by

achieving the benefits of 100 per cent EDI compliance at a relatively

small exira cost. We would argue that the emergence of these newEDI
concepts is at least as important a contribution of the Internet to

advanced supply chain management as the more heavily hlped elec-

tronic marketplace concept (Kaplan and Sawhney, 2000).

CASE STUDY- COLES MYER LIMITED

Coles Myer Limited is Australia's largest retail store chain and is the

country's largest non-govemment employer, with over 165 000 sta-ff and

annual sales of over -4$36 billion. CML operates eleven retail brands

through 2600 stores in Australia ald New Zealand including Coles,

x

Coles Express, Bi-Lo, Kmart, Target, Fosseys, Liquorland, Theo, 1st

Choice, Harris Technology ald Officework. CML spends over A$27

billion each year on buying merchandise and services (Coles

Limited,2006). At the time of the case study in 1997, CML had
than 15000 suppliers (including grocery geneml merchandise

3oo 
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13 . ACHIEVING ADVANCED SUPPLY CHATN MANAGEMENT

service suppliers): 1800 suppliers used the traditional EDI approach,
while the remainder used conventional paper-based document
processes via regular mail, phone calls or fax, to exchange business data
with CML.

This case study describes how CML is making use of Internet-based
EDI products to enable them to handle all their grocery and general
merchandise replenishments (from approximately 10 000 supplien)
through a singie centralized EC system. CML is aiming for 100 per cent
compliance to electronic purchase orders and ASNs by using the sys-

tem, which includes an Internet-based component tailored to the needs

of smali suppliers. The following account of the EC infrastructure at
CML and ia significance in enabling crossdocking is based on a num-
ber of data sources. These sources include: semi-structured interuiews
and follow-up communications with the Electronic Tizding Coordinator;
company documents; participation in CML's original 'proof of con-
cept' project as observer; and involvement in the product and Internet
EDI strategy elaluation for CML's front-end Internet EDI system as an
independent evaluator.

An indepth case study and participatory research method was

chosen to gain deep access to the practices of a signficant industrial
player. In keeping witli the limitations of this research method (Galliers,

1992; Yin, 1989), it has been used mainly to generate novel proposi-
tions concerning the role of the Internet in advanced supply chain
management thbt will be tested empirically in future research.

CML has larious business applications for different retail brands,

running on different system platforms. In the past, there were a num-
ber of translators mapping flat-file outputs from these applications
into traditional EDI messages that were sent via the store-and-forward
facilities of a Vr\N to EDl-enabled trading partners using the V,,\N's pri-
\ate network. In addition, there were multiple manual systems to send

and receive trading documents to and from non-EDl-enabled suppli-
ers via regular mail, phone calls or fax. The previous EDI infrastruc-
ture is shown in Figure 13.1.

This EDI infiastructure presented a number of problems for CML,
both in achieving direct operational cost saving through EDI and in
implementing EGenabled supply chain reforms such as crossdocking.
First, there is the basic undesirability of maintaining multiPle document
distribution systems, including manual ones. Second, manual dystems

offer litde opporflrnity to control the integrity of delivery data received

from non-EDl-enabled suppliers. When preparing a manual delivery
docket from a CML purchase order (PO), suppliers can easily alter the
quantity, price or the ordered item itse$ either intentionally or by

I
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E-COMMERCE AND V-BUSINESS

Figure 13.1
The previous EDI infrastructure at CML

error. Ideally, CML would like suppliers to base an electronic ASN upon

data received in the electronic PO in order to imProve data integrity

The principle at work here is the data turnaround principle $ohnston,
1999) which states that data received by a trading partner is likely to be

more accurate if it is derived from data sent earlier by that trading part-

ner. Accuracywould further increase by providing some intelligent data

checking to the supplier's interface and by using bar-code scanning to

acquire product numbers direct from the packed items.

Due to reliance on the traditional Vr{N-based approach, CML expe-

rienced difficulty over many years o[ EDI operaLion in bringing small

suppliers into the network. Small suppliers lack the technical, financial

and human resources to develop a traditional EDI system to handle all

the functionality required by CML. According to the Electronic Trading

Coordinator at CML, the conventional V.AN-based EDI development

costs for small suppliers, including the costs of purchasing and EDI

ranslator and communication software, are in dre range of.4$5000 to

A$20 000. Transferring 10 kilobytes ofdata via a VAN might cost a small

supplier, at list price, A$4 per document, plus a monthly VAN subscrip

tion fee of A$100. \4lhile these costs may be justfiable for a larger sup

plier who can gain mutual benefit from the investment, small suppliers

generally have primitive in-house business systems (often manual) and

cannot use the potential benefits from application-to-application trans-

fer of data from the VAN-based EDI approach to justif the decision'

With very few customers, they also gain little from *re global connectiv-

ity of traditional EDI.
f inally, tlvo further issues prevented CML fiom reaping the full benefis 

'

of cross-docking operations within the previous infrastructure: a lack ;
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13 . ACHIEVING ADVANCED SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

of data accuracy resulting from the use of paper-based trading docu-
ments, and operational complications resulting from t-he existence of
non-EC-compliant suppliers. \4rhile it is possible to use crossdocking
without EC compliance, it incurs labour-intensive activities at the distri-
bution centre, such as manual bar-coding of cartons and manual
inspection and verification of carton contents. Such activities can be
substantially reduced when all suppliers are compliant to standardized
product and shipment numbering schemes, such as the EAN number-

ing system, bar-coding and electronic ASNs.

Based on a need to overcome these problems and extensive experi-
ence with the capabilities of small suppliers, CML determined the fol-
lowing requirements for the new system:

The qntems need to support existing VAN-based EDI. Both
CML and its larger suppliers have a considerable investment
in the existing V,\N-based infrastructure and it was decided
that invesftnent in the new Internet system should leverage

this existing investment rather than replace it.
There should be a singie centralized system to handle busi-

ness documents from all retail brands.
Use of the Internet should be part of the sptem becarxe of its
ability to deliver documents to small suppliers at low cost and in
user-friendly form. According to the Electronic Ttsading

Coordinator at CML, the incremental cost of transferring a 10

kilobyte message over the Intemet is about A$0.50 (mainly asso-

ciated with telecommunication costs, such as telephone call

charges), plus, tlpically, a A$25 monthly subscription fee for an

ISP. Small suppliers could us€ a CMLprovided Web-form

Internet application as a data entry q6tem, not necessarily using

*re traditional EDI standard format needed for application-
co-application data transfer. However, this use of the Internet
requires issues of security and reiiability to be considered. It
ras decided that mission critical transfers should continue to
be made via the Vr\N network. Thus, the transfers to be made

via the Internet component were not subject to high security

and reliability requirements. Nevertheless, the security of
HTTPS using the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) - which enables

point-tcpoint data transmission without storage at the ISP

site - together with the password protection and document
control facilities provided routinely by third Party Internet
EDI development sofrw'are, will provide a secure and reliable

transport mechanism for these Web forms and other file
I
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types. Eventually, this may provide a low-cost alternative trans-
port system even for standard EDI files.
A limit was placed on rhe sysrem so rhat the cost of participa-
tion to small suppliers should be no more than A$500 for a
basic system and A$1000 for a systcm with extra bar-code scan_
ning and label printing facilities. The monthly running cost
should not be greater than A$25 for an ISp subscriprion plus
phone calls. Suppliers must also provide a PC, a modem and
a printer
The requirement to keep operating costs down to these low
levels has led rb an additional requirement that the front-end
used by the small suppliers must be capable ofrunning offline
from the central CML system while shipments are packed.
Otherwise ISP charges might. become prohibitive.
In order to facilitarei cross-docking disrribution rhe system
should provide for the highest quality data about impending
shipments. This led to the requirement that the system shoulJ
make use of the electronic furnaround document concept
and scan-packing. A paper-based. turnaround document ls
one that is expected to be returned by the receiver to the
sender with certain data added. From the viewpoint of data
integriry this approach is superior to receiving a separate
manual response, since it does not require transcription of
data on the original document. ln electronic form this means
that a document message sent by a small supplier to CML can
only be constructed based on the contents of the original doc-
urnent source fi'om CML to which it is a response. Scan-packing
means that any data used to construct the ASN should be
entered by directly scanning the EAN product number bar-
codes on the products as they are packed.

To satisfy these requirements, CML developed a new EC infrastruc-
ture that makes use of both the intelligent gateway concept and an
Internet-based hutrand-spoke network for use by small unsophisti.
cated suppliers. The intelligent gateway replaces the multiple transla-
tors of the current system and transfers flat-file outputs to and from the
various brands' application programs. It translates these flat-files to lar-
ious formats, determined from a trading partner profile database,
including fa-r, traditional EDI and Web-forms, which are also routed !i
via larious communications media including the pri\,,ate network of l,
their Vr{N, the Internet, telephone lines and poinr-to-point fixed con- 

$
nections. The new EC infrasrnrcture at CML is shown in Figure I3.2. 

$
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Internal
communication

EDl, Fax, Web-lorms,
EFT, or e-mail

Figure 13.2
The new e-commerce infrastructure at CML

An important component of the new infrasfucture is the Internet
EDI hub, shown shaded in Figure 13.2. There are many products now
alailable for exchange of business documents over the Internet using
a wide range of approaches (Mak and Johnston, 1997; 1998). These
differ mainly: in their use, or non-use, of traditional EDI standards; in
whetl.rer they involve third-party Internet sites; and in whether they
force the use of software from the same provider at both sender and
receiver sites. The choice between these larious optiorx should be
made on the basii of the degree of system integration (application-
to-application or application-to-person) and the degree of connectivity
(global or hutrand-spoke) required of the Internet EDI qntem (Mak,
1998). On the 6asis of their erzluation process and 'proof of concept'
project, CML chose an approach which uses software from a singie
provider to create both the CML hub and the small supplier front-end
data entry application. This allows for document exchanges that are
not structured using traditional EDI standards, and facilitates the par-
ticipation of SMEs in the EC network, without needing full EDI trans-

lation facilities.
For this Internet EDI subsystem, CML chose to use client/server

technology. The server interfaces with business applications via the
intelligent gateway and distributes business documents as Webforms
that can be displayed by the small suppliers using a client progmm
incorporating a Web browser. CML produces customized form-based
document templates using tools provided by the software vendor, and
these are distributed wit-h the suppliers' front-end program. 

I
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CML had to choose between so-called'thick client'and'thin client'
approaches. In tl-re thin client approach, nearly all the data processing

operations are performed by the server (hub) program and the client
software may consist of little more than a Web browser. In the thick
client approach, the client program has some capability for processing

the exchanged data, independently of the hub. A tJpical example is

where the client program performs data editing without needing to
refer back to data stored at the hub. This would generally result in
duplicate storage of data at the hub and clienl A thick client approach
is more suitable when the business running the client program wishes

to use the exchanged data in their own applications, because in this

instance the well-klown problems that attend data duplication might
be justified. Hence, we would normally associate the choice of thick
client approaches with a desire for application-to-application systern

integration.
CML had an additional requirement that the small suppliers should

be able to perform much of their data entry offline - that is, while not
connected to their ISP. Consequently, motilated by the desire for a high
standard ofdata integrity, CML chose to adopt a thick client approach

in order to enable extensive data editing to be performed while pro-

cessing offline. IA/hile not a pt'rmary requirement, this choice also

reserves the opportunity for supplien to integrate their in-house appli-

cations with the front-end data entry system by reusing the local data-

base or exporting the data from the front-end system.

The Internet EDI subsystem incorporates the 'data turnaround' prin-
ciple. Purchase orders are received by the hub program from the appli-

cation programs via the gateway and are converted to Wetr-forrns. These

can be retri'bved by the client front-end program over the Intemet
using HTT?S and can be displayed or printed. Upon desPatch ofgoods
these purchase orders forin the basis for the creation of an ASN and a

' bar<oded carton iabel. The original purchase order is stored temporar-

ily at the client site and is used as a basis for edit check upon packed

quantities and product numbers. In the scan-packing process, the prod-

uct numbers and quantities for the ASN are entered by actually scan-

ning the EAN product number bar-codes on the items being packed. A

label for the shipment carton is also printed which shows, among other

inforrnation, a bar-coded Seriai Shipping Container Code (Application
Identifier '00') using the EAN/UCC128 label standard, and a bar-

coded destination store number (Application Identifier '90'). Figures

13.3 to 13.5 show the purchase order, the ASN entry interface and the

carton label. The ASN is transmitted via the Internet as a Web-form to

the server program and the receiving applications are updated via the
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Purchase order

Order from:

Deliver:

Product

Light

Switch

Bulbs

BI.LO

601 via Pt.Melb

TUI'l/APN

93123/512s450

9312345543210

19312345987651

Order#: 123/26A

Date needed: 15-5-97

$Price

8.50

64.60

Q-Ord

20

10

2Figure 13,3
Sample purchase

order displayed or
printed from the

Web browser

Figure 13.4
Sample form for

turnaround ASN
data entry (entry-
enabled fields are

boxed)

gateway to reflect this impending shipment and to facilitate receiving at

the distribution centre.
At the distribution cenffe, the bar-coded shipment number can be

scanned and the data are used as the key to retrieving the contents of
the shipment via the ASN. Having the packed EAN product numbers

alailable in this way facilitates checking of the shipments. When fulI

EC compliance and scan-packing is in place, the quality of the shipment

data will be enhanced and, therefore, checking upon delivery may be

I
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Advanced shipping notice

Order*: 123126A

Date needed: 15-5-97

Q-This-Ctn

tr
tr
E

Orderlrom:

Deliver:

Plollrd TUN/APN

BI.LO

601 via Pt-Melb

Supplier X-ref

This Carton SSCC *

Q-ord Q-SoFar

ffigffi
ffiffiffiw

lg61-M"/rz

0039312345 1234567894
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FROM:
Horace Pty Ltd
Tooronga VIC 3146

To: 9293

BI-LO
Altona DC 3311

Carrier: DHL
Con #:8012345675
slL #: XY21234567

FOR:
Pt Melb
City St. 3004

060'l

680000000260

fl]tffiililtililil
0601

rilililtililtililil
(0o) 3931

Figure 13,5
Sample shipping
container label

reduced to a low level. Pa).rnents can also be made based on this data,

referred to as Evaluated Receipts Settlement (Johnston, 1998; 1999),

leading to further process simplification. The bar-coded store number
is used to control the electromechanical automatic carton sorting facil-

ity. With full ASN, bar-code and scan-packing compliance, there is the

potential to approximately halve the all-up distribution cost per carton

using cross-docking compared to the pick-and-pack method (Kumia

and Johnston, 2001). The main savings are tlrough reduced ware-

house and computer system infrastructure and reduced double

handling oIcartons.

The new infrastructure at CML is one company's approach to achiev-

ing a richer connection to a riety of trading partners through
Internet-based electronic commerce. CML chose to purchase and install

a gateway product provided by a third-party software provider and also

to use third-party software to build their Internet-EDl subnetwork. CML

is a sufiiciently large player in the industry to justi$ these oudays in .
terms of operational benefits and the flexibility that a tailored soludon .'

lisg

FROM DOCUMENT.DRIVEN
ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

PROCESS.DRIVEN
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offers them in designing new business processes. However, these same
Internet EDI connectivity concepts are also available to sophisticated
EDI players in other ways. The new breed of third-party Internet-based
EDI service providers, IVANs, also offer services based on these same

concepts to allow traditional EDl-enabled players to reach both other
EDl-enabled trading partners and small unsophisticated trading part-
ners. Tlpically, IV,\Ns will receive traditionally structured EDI mes-

sages and route them via private networks or the Intemet, or convert
them into Wetr-.forms or fax for small trading partners. They also sup-
port the reverse translation processes. The Perth-based Australian
companyA&ins Carlyle (Anonymous, 1998) chose this approach to EC

with small trading partners. Other examples of *ris third-party gateway

approach include 'AT&T InterCommerce' (AT&I 1999), an W,\N
service that enables SMEs to reach their EDl-enabled trading partners
using Web-based solutions.

The initial concept of the intelligent EC gateway and t}re Iniernet-
based hub-and-spoke network was transaction/documznt drium, where a
business transaction initiates the data transformation based on trading
partners' profiles including ffansaction g?e relationships and commrr-

nication channels. As large retailers, including CML, have achieved
many operational benefis via the enhanced connectivity obtained
from document-driven EC through 100 per cent EC compliance in
business document exchange while leveraging their traditional EDI
investrnents, they have identified the need for end-to-end business

process integration; this is not just with their back-end applications
such as ERP, irxentory control, order management systems, and so on,
but also with their operational management slEterns such as transporta-
tion management systems (TMS) and warehouse management slstems

(WMS), to enhance business process flows and the visibility of their
supply chain operation. Therefore, more recently, the concept of a

Pm c.ess-dri.a m business-to-brxiness (B2B) EC gateway has interested

many organizations wishing to improve their business process integra-
tion and supply chain visibility.

Tlpically, processdriven B2B EC gateways are developed based on
ServiceOriented Architecture (SOA) rather than client /server architec-

ture. SOA applications are built using loosely coupled and interoperable

services and thus suppoft integration and consolidation activities within
a complex enterprise system (Oracle, 2006). B2B solution vendors (see,

for example, Sterling Commerce, 2006) have developed processdriven

B2B EC gateway products that help organizations to establish the

required plaform to enable businessto'business collaboration among

trading partners with different q.tstems and infrastructures across the

I
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supply chain. The concept of processdriven EC should not be consid-

ered a completely new concept, but it should rather be seen as a progres-

sion of document-driven EC.

Unlike documentdriven EC, which only facilitaies the exchange of
business documents electronically through various channels based on
trading partners' profiles, process-driven EC also deals with the entire
business process involving transactions or documents exchange. With
this processdriven EC concept, visibility throughout the supply chain
is enhanced because business processes among trading partners and

enterprise supply chain operations systems can be streamlined and
integrated. Therefore, organizations can identifi any business transac-

tions or exceptional events and respond to them more quickly. In addi
tion, business logic is often embedded into the system to drive or
monitor business processes and trigger automated responses. As a

result, an improvement in business process management across the
supply chains can be obtained. Processdriven EC has become the fun-
damental infrastructure for achieving the vision for advanced supply

chain management and many leading organizations are moving
towards it.

E CONCLUSTONS

This chapter has analysed the role that Intemet-based EC is playing in
making adranced supply chain management initiatives, such as crosv

docking, achievable in the grocery and general merchandise retailing
industry. We have described the problems that the traditiona.l

approach to EDI poses to large retailers in achieving 100 per cent EC

compliance lrom small, unsophisticated suppliers. We have also indi-

cated two contributions that new non-traditional Internet-based EDI

products are making toward a viable solution to this problem which

recognizes the limited capabilities and requirements of small suPpli-

ers. In the case study, we have illustrated how these new ideas are being

used in a large retail chain in Australia. We have also discussed how

the new infrastructure of this large retail chain, which is based on a

documentdriven EC gateway, has improved connectivity with small

trading partners while leveraging the traditional EDI investment with

large trading partners. Furthermore, we have briefly discused the reL

atively more recent concept of processdriven EC that is seen as a pro-

gression from the documentdriven EC concept to provide be$er

supply chain integration and visibility.
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The traditional vision of EDI was that trading partners would send

data seamlessly from their application programs to those of their trad-
ing partners - transmitting digital documents structured according to
international standards from application to application without manual

data entry Despite changes in the delivery medium (i.e. from private
networks to the Internet), in the formatiing syntax (i.e. from traditional
EDI formas to XML) and in standards (e.9. from UN EDIFACT to
ebXML) this traditional EDI approach is still the backbone of inter-
organizational system connectivity among large manufacturers, distrib-

utors and retailers in the retail industry. The new non-traditional
Internet-based EDI producs such as EC gateway solutions and low-end

form-based EDI compliance solutions now enhance this backbone with
proprietary hub-and-spoke networks catering to the particular needs

and capabilities of small players. The hubs will be centred on large

players or Internet third party sil es.

This new EDI network topology involves relaxing a number of rigid
and utopian ideas of the traditional, one-size-fits-all EDI approach.
In the traditional approach, the universal adoption of internationally
regulated message formatting standards was supposed to provide unlim-

ited connectivity between trading Partners and to facilitate application-
teapplication data transfer between diverse application plaforms.
When used in hutrand-spoke subnetworks, the relaxation oftraditional
standards requirements by these products may not be a backward step,

since it provides greater flexibility to the iarge players to develop sys-

tems quickly that meet their particular needs. Since application-

to-application and global business connectivity are not particularly
important to small tr:ading partners, ProPrietary message formats can

be used by them in a huband-spoke configuration without compromis'
ing the global nature of the backbone network. The platform independ-

ence of the network that was traditionally supposed to require universal

compliance to standards is now achieved in additional ways through
intelligent gateways at large player or Interret third-party sites.

Additionally, this richer approach to EDI connectivity embodies

more realistic ideas about the nature and relations between trading
partners within and along retail supply chains' It recognizes the exis-

tence of a lariety of ievels of technical sophistication and capability

among trading partners, but also an uneven distribution of potential
benefrts from EC among them, particularly from the most advanced

supply chain management initiatives. The new range of connectivity

options made alailable by Internet-based EC allows for a more equi-

table distribution of the costs and risks commensurate with benefits,

which, being more in keeping with the political realities of the industry,

I
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should enhance the chances ofwidespread adoption ofEC over tradi-

tional enforcement approaches.
The increased connectivity will not only benefit large players but also

the small players. For the small players this new form of Intemet EDI
may prove to be a palatable point of entry into electronic commerce

with subsequent bendfits. With a working familiarity of electronic

exchange of data, initially through an application-to-person approach,

the benefits oftransferring data directly to a simple accounting package

may become apparent. Knowledge gained through the use of a single

customer EDI system might be leveraged by small suppliers to provide a
first-mover advantage over their peers with other customers. An impor-
tant issue will be the provision of migration paths for small trading part-

ners between these alternative modes of connection, moving to the

greater EC network as the sophistication of small players increases.
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